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If you enjoyed the Frosted Love series, you'll love the continuing adventures of Missy, Chas and the

gang in The INNcredibly Sweet Series!!!The sleepy beach town of Calgon is rocked by scandal in

this latest thrilling installment in The INNcredibly Sweet Series. Mysterious things are happening

that will affect Missy and Chas in ways that they never imagined. Why has a mysterious woman

suddenly appeared in Chasâ€™s life, and who is she? Who is behind the strange and dangerous

circumstances surrounding Chasâ€™s family business? There are difficult decisions to be made,

that may change the course of Missy and Chas's lives forever. When events and circumstances

threaten to divide them, will they stand together, or will they face their challenges alone? How well

do they know Spencer, and how far will he go to protect those whom he loves? Find the answers to

these tough questions and more in this gripping tale.
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I was gifted this book in return for my honest review. I have come to love all things from the beautiful

Calgon, Florida. Missy and chaz are back with more drama then I can even explain. With the help of



the exotic echo they are hot on the case. We meet a new character joyce, who is managing the

bookstore. She is a sweet woman and I think she is smitten with Spencer but then again who

wouldn't be. This is a must read, it brought tears to my eyes. Awesome book. Happy reading :)

Boston Cream Killer is the 8th book in the INNcredibly Sweet Series by the prolific author, Summer

Prescott. Atypical in a cozy mystery, Ms. Prescott has successfully integrated two setting in this

storyl ine; a small beachside oasis of Calgon, Florida and an elite estate in New York. Missy, Chas,

Echo, Kel, Timothy, Fiona, Spencer and Izzy are now well developed, familiar characters. Who is

Hannah Folsom and why was she murdered? What negative activity is disrupting the Beckett

Holding Corporation? Can Chalmers and Chas resolve the challenges? This tightly woven plot is full

of surprises and twists that you will blindside the reader. This story draws the reader in quickly and

doesnâ€™t let go keeping one wanting more. There is more suspense, mystery, and adventure than

in any other books in this series to date. Ms. Prescott skillfully ends this book leaving me waiting for

the next book. The reader is with a cliffhanger and the knowledge that there are numerous

directions this series might travel. Truly incredible. A book and series cozy mystery readers must

add to their â€œto be readâ€• book list. The books can each be read as stand=alone stories, but I

suggest readers start at the beginning and experience the growth in the characters and overall story

line.

Summer Prescott you have done it again. This book deserves 6 stars. I was sad to see them

leaving florida and I cannot wait for the next book. I did not like Hannah but I guess she got her

comeupings. Loved how everyone cared about each other. But I want to see them all together

again.And New York is cold.

I did receive a copy of this book in return for an honest reciew. With that being said though, It's no

surprise that I really liked the book and have been a fan of this series from the start, both of the

INNcredibly Sweet series and Frosted Love that came before it. Missy and the rest of the characters

feel like family and friends to me since I have followed them and you could say grew a relationship

with them. Each and every character is described in detail along with the scenery so readers can

easily picture everything playing out in the story. The conversations flow naturally and the author is

very talented with writing good dialog. The story is very well written and interesting and no detail is

left unexplained. Even new characters that are introduced are written into the story in the same

manner. This story was wonderful but sad at the same time as things are about to drastically



change in both good and bad ways and I can't help but feel this is an ending of some sort. I

sincerely hope it is not the ending to the series but just maybe that the characters are branching off

into different directions. Chas and Spense have been built up over the previous books in the series

so it was hard to think that anyone could actually get the better of eather one. They are both so

smart and observant. Although the previous installments have all had the crimes tied up neatly at

the end withoug a cliffhanger, this one really does feel different in that aspect. The crimes are

solved but the characters have so much going on, more has to come and I really hope that it comes

quickly or the suspense will be killing me. Loved this book and as with the previous books in the

series, it does not disappoint. Things are always exciting in Calgon! The beach setting is my favorite

of the places the main characters have been and I would really hate to not see Calgon and the inn

anymore.

The details of the characters are coming together to create a richer, more fleshed out group. There's

slightly less fluff and a bit more drama than usual, but it just creates a much better cast of

characters. The story is solid, with a fantastic mystery and more than a few surprises, especially in

the last few pages, some in a "awww, finally!" way...others in a " No! You can't be serious!" Kinda

way. Definitely not to be missed!

Wow! This was the best book in the series! I absolutely could NOT put the book down until it was

finished. I refuse to write too much about it as I don't want to spoil anything. The ending is

spectacular, yet made me a little sad, but still happy. This is one book you don't want to miss

reading!

Summer PPrescott you have totally blown me away with Boston Cream Killer. I read straight

through . I couldn't put it down. I wound up in a puff of tissues. This is the best in the series. Can't

wait till the next book. This book deserves 20 stars not 5.

Kel, Echo, Missy, Chas, Spencer... The best people I have ever "met". I am in a state of shock, but

wouldn't change any!Please, read this series from beginning to end, YOU WILL NOT BE SORRY!
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